Governor Herbert has declared a state of emergency due to the COVID-19 virus. Enforcement personnel should refrain from taking action on IRP vehicles registered in Utah having an expiration date later than March 17, 2020.

Renewal requirements for IRP and IFTA are suspended for any motor vehicle engaged in interstate emergency relief efforts and traveling through the State of Utah as part of relief efforts related to the COVID-19 virus.

This notice serves as an extension for vehicles with Utah IRP registration with an expiration date later than March 17, 2020.

Any vehicle with a Utah IRP or IFTA registration may present this letter as an extension of licensing and registration requirements after March 17, 2020.

This extension will remain in effect for the duration of the emergency declaration or July 15, 2020 whichever is first.

All IRP and IFTA vehicles must still follow all weight limit restrictions. Vehicles must comply with registration requirements in their base state. This extension does not apply to IRP and IFTA licenses that have been suspended or revoked.

For IRP questions related to this extension call 801-297-6800 or 1-888-251-9555. For IFTA questions related to this extension call 801-297-2200 or 1-800-662-4335.

Thank you.

Monte. D Roberts
Director, Division of Motor Vehicles

Mike Lee
IFTA Commissioner